D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL
ASHOK VIHAR , PH-IV, DELHI

HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK

CLASS-XI
SESSION (2019-20)
ECONOMICS



Learn chapter-1 and chapter-2 of statistics.
You want to do a research on the popularity of multigrain wheat flour. Design a suitable
Questionnaire for collecting this Information.

ACCOUNTANCY




Learning of chapter 1 and 2 and 6 as they are theory.
Practice and assignment of accounting equation, rules of Dr and Cr.
Brief introduction of file work.

BUSINESSSTUDIES




Collect articles from business magazines or newspapers and paste them In your register (
2 articles per week ).
Collect information on any one business house which is executing socialresponsibility ad
paste it in the registers.
Revise chapter 1 and 2 for the unit test.

MATHS




Complete the assignment given on ‘three dimensional geometry ,statistics.
Learn all formulae of trigonometric functions.
Complete the following suggested activity in the lab file:
1. To verify that the total number of relations from set A to B.
2. To verify distributive law for three non-empty sets.
3. To construct a Pascal’s Triangle and write binomial expansions for given positive
integral exponent.

MARKETING


Conduct household or market survey and report on the buying motive of consumers as
regards to price and quality, consumers being classified by age, sex and income given
certain selected products.

HISTORY

Project work on any one historical city of India.
Complete question/answers of L-3 and learn them.
Learn L-1 to L-3 for unit test.

GEOGRAPHY









Choose any one unique geographical aspect of our country and create the same in any
one of the art forms from the following:
Painting
Poem
Drama
Mnemonic
Song etc
Create an Atlas of the suggested list of maps given in the class. ( to be done in scrap file.)
Revise all three lessons of Indian geography for UT 1.

POLITICAL SCIENCE




Revise all the chapters of 1-Book
Collect 7 important latest events (news) related to –Judiciary, Executive and paste In your
class register
Do assignments of chapters 2,3 and 4 /Project Work

ENGLISH




Read ‘Canteville Ghost’and write about its major characters.
Write articles on five latest topics.
Paste the display posters/classified advertisement in your notebooks (Newspaper activity)

PHYSICS



Complete assignments of Unit 1,2 in assignment notebook
Complete your Physics Practical Project. The topics are already discussed.

CHEMISTRY
Chapter related Assignment
Learn the periodic table
Prepare PPT on the topic Environment chemistry , S-Block, P-Block, hydrogen.

BIOLOGY




Do all the questions of chapters 1to 3 from NCERT
Exemplar in notebook.
2. Practice all the diagrams of the chapters done in the class.
3. Complete your practical file.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION



Complete file work
Reading of chapters: 1. Changing Trends and Career in Physical Education
2. Olympic movement

MUSIC



Made the collage of Indian classical musicians (size-A3)
Write at least 10 quotations on music and write one life sketch on any one of the
musician(Miyan Tansen or V.N. Bhatkhande)

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Study Python Programming from the youtube videos forwarded on your whatsapp class
group. Complete all programs in your class register .
Revise chapters done before vacations in the class. Ch-8,9,12& Introduction to Python

HOME SCIENCE
1. Complete the file with project work ( Study with self with personal refrence and
refrence to oneself, record diet plan for yourself, record emotions, relationships of
fibre properties etc)
2. Revision of chapters.
3. Make a chart on scope of home science.
COMMERCIAL ART
To make poster with poster colour on 1\2 sheet .
SAVE GIRL CHILD, SAVE WATER,SAVE THE TREE

